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Abstract
Nowhere is there a single, exclusive publication containing biographies, type specimens,
and photographs of the manywomen typeface designers. From source to source, one will
usually find the same names ofmale typeface designers repeated. However, one must refer
to many sources to compile a list ofwomen typeface designers. In an age of rapid access to
all sorts of reference information, it seems silly that one must be forced to search many
sources and possibly never find all they are looking for. This thesis project provides a single
reference source ofwomen typeface designers and samples of their typefaces as of
December, 1996.
This thesis project involved the compilation ofbiographical information ofwomen
typeface designerswho, by definition, have created individual letters, numerals, punctuation
marks, and/or other symbols produced bymachine which are arranged by hand, photo-
mechanically, or electronically. In addition, samples of the typefaces were also compiled.
Upon completion of this thesis project, the degree candidate will pursue having the
research published in a book.
An initial search for names, typefaces, addresses and phone numbers of these
designers beganwith phone calls to people in the field, including the designers themselves.
Questionnaires asking biographical, professional and observational questions were mailed
to twenty-four of the forty-one designers from January, 1995 to May, 1996. Eight
questionnaires were completed and returned. Information on the remaining designers
was found in previously published sources. Typeface samples were gathered through the
designers, typeface distributors, or published books on type.
Biographical questions asked name, date ofbirth, country of origin and education.
Professional questions asked for information regarding typefaces designed, career moves,
colleagues and awards. The observational questions asked the designer to describe the
conditions in the work place acquiring a job, the sense of equality.
The span of ages provided for a variety ofworkplace experience; the younger designers
had not felt much discrimination, while the older designers had experienced feelings of
inequalitywith their male colleagues at one time or another.
Research on the remaining 32 designers was performed using many books and the
Internet.The majority of the women typeface designers in this thesis project hail from
the United States, with the rest from Europe. Most attended college in design-related
majors. Those in the industry longer are the award-winners of the group.
The result of this research is intended to take the form of a bookmanuscript.
Appendices A through F are the Preface, Biographies, Typeface Samples, Index, Typeface
Index andWorks Cited. Appendix H illustrates an envisioned layout of the book.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowhere is there a single, exclusive publication containing biographies, type specimens,
and photographs of the manywomen typeface designers. From source to source, one will
usually find the same names ofmale typeface designers repeated. However, one must refer
to many sources to compile a list ofwomen typeface designers. In an age of rapid access
to all sorts of reference information, it seems silly that one must be forced to search many
sources and possibly never find all they are looking for. This thesis project provides a
single reference source ofwomen typeface designers and samples of their typefaces as of
December, 1996. Biographical information as well as typeface samples are given.
While male typeface designers have been and are still extensively recognized, there
are women typeface designers of the same caliber who do not receive the same recognition.
Through the opinions ofwomen in the profession, this thesis project, in part, investigated
the conditions of hiring and the recognition ofwomen in the field of typeface design.
While studying typefaces and their designers in school, I realized that the overwhelm
ing majority of designers presented to students are men. As a female student, I look to
women already employed in my field of study as a resource and compliment to my education.
As a result of the lack of readily available information, this thesis project serves as a
complete, single reference source for anyone interested in typeface designers.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis of the Study
Women typeface designers are represented in several sources. Some of the most common
names seen are Cynthia Hollandsworth, Kris Holmes, Zuzanna Licko, Carol Twombly
and Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse. Even fewer women typeface designers are taught in school,
as time must be made for the stories ofBaskerville, Bodoni and the like.While the history
of the men typeface designers is crucial to the understanding of the history of type, some
students must have examples ofpeople in the field that they can relate to whether it's
by gender, race, shared interests or economical background in order to completely
involve themselves in the subject matter.
In an initial attempt to locate information on women typeface designers, I looked at
the indices of a great number ofbooks related to printing and typography. Forty of the
books contained biographical information on typeface designers, and only 14 of those
books contained biographical information on women.While it took a lot of time to locate
the designers, it took more time to read the entries in all the books, as no one book
discussed the majority of these women typeface designers.
Through the use of published pieces and mailed interviews, this thesis project
addresses the need of a single reference source to compliment the education and interests
of type design.
Chapter 3
A Review ofLiterature in the Field
The following sources are grouped according to the information they contain, followed
by a brief summary of that information. One will note that there are pieces of information
scattered everywhere, but not one source which discusses the majority of the women
designers and their typefaces.
Typeface specimens and biographical information on one or more women typeface designers
"Alphabet Design." Calligraphy Review. Spring 1993, 6768.
This article discusses type designed by Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
American Institute ofGraphic Arts. American Type Designers and Their Type Faces on
Exhibit. 1948.
The onlywomen typeface designer in this exhibition, Elizabeth Colwell and the
names of her two ATF faces are listed along with very briefbiographical information.
Eason, Ron. Rookledge's InternationalHandbook ofType Designers:A Biographical
Directory. Surrey: Sarema Press. 1991.
A handful ofwomen typeface designers are listed in this directory, along with
biographical and typeface information.
Fine Print on Type. ed. Charles Bigelow, Paul Hayden Duensing, and Linnea Gentry.
San Francisco: Fine Print. 1989.
This book contains an article on Diotima by Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
McGrew, Mac.AmericanMetal Typefaces ofthe Twentieth Century. New Castle: Oak
Knoll Books. 1993.
Information is given on Elizabeth Colwell and two of her typefaces.
U&k Type Selection. NewYork International Typeface Corporation. 1992.
ITC type specimens and briefbiographical information are given on Sigrid
Engelmann, Pat Hickson, and Helge Jorgensen. In a section featuring unusual alpha
bets, type specimens and biographical information are given on Susan Chait, Deborah
Lucke, Leah Oliver, Lisa Robins, Lisa Salvino, Patricia Scott and KristiWeber.
Wallis, Lawrence W. Modern Encyclopedia ofTypefaces ip6opo. NewYork: Van Nostrand
Reinhold. 1990.
Constance Blanchard, Margaret Calvert, Barbara Gibb, Linda Hoffman, Cynthia
Hollandsworth, Kris Holmes, Helge Jorgensen, Janice Prescott, Freda Sack, Carol
T.vombly and Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse are the women in this book of approximately
130 typeface designers.
Zapfvon Hesse, Gudrun. "Bookbinding, Calligraphy, and Type
Design."
Calligraphy
Review. Fall 1992, 47-51.
This article discusses type designed by Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
Typeface specimens with only
designers'
names listed
Berry,W. Turner, and A. F Johnson. Encyclopaedia ofType Faces. New York, Toronto,
London: Pitman Publishing Corporation. 1953.
Specimens of typefaces byMaria Balle, Ashley Crawford, Elizabeth Friedlander
and Use Schuele are shown.
Fifty Years i8p()-ip4C) oftheAmerican Book, Stratford Press, vol. 2. New York: American
Book, Stratford Press. 1949.
This volume shows a specimen of initials byMaria Balle.
Hutchings, R. S.AManual of'Decorated'Typefaces. London: Cory, Adams, andMackay
Ltd. 1963.
This book shows a specimen of a typeface by Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
Jaspert,W. Pincus,W. Turner Berry, and A. F. Johnson. The Encyclopedia ofType Faces.
Poole: Blandford Press. 1983.
Gives specimens of type designed byMaria Balle, Elizabeth Friedlander, Ashley
Havinden, and Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
Women typeface designers mentionedwithin the text ofthe source
Blumenthal, Joseph. Typographic Years:A Printer'sfourney Through aHalfCentury
1025-1975. New York: Frederic C. Beil. 1982.
Anna Simons is mentioned for her initials.
Bringhurst, Robert. The Elements ofTypographic Style. Vancouver: Hartley 6cMarks. 1992.
One paragraph of this text, dealingwith the way to choose a typeface, names a few
women and their typefaces.
Chapter 4
Statement of the Problem
In an age of rapid access to all sorts of reference information, it seems silly that one must
be forced to search many sources and possibly never find all they are looking for. A review
of the literature in the field (see Chapter 3) shows that there is no single source of refer
ence of a large number ofwomen typeface designers. Through the use of published books,
typeface catalogs and mailed interviews to the women typeface designers themselves,
this thesis project provides one complete source as ofDecember, 1996.
Chapter 5
Methodology
The initial gathering of names ofwomen typeface designers was done through the use
ofbooks, magazines, electronic searches, typeface catalogs, and people in the field of
typography and typeface design. The names of their typefaces, addresses, and phone
numbers where also compiled.
A questionnaire, cover letter and self-addressed stamped envelope were mailed to
twenty-four of the forty-one designers. A sample cover letter and questionnaire appear
at the end of this chapter.
For the women typeface designers whose addresses I was unable to obtain, or who are
deceased, previously published material and the Internet were used as sources of reference.
The final step of the thesis project was the compilation of the women typeface
designers'
names and biographies, their typeface samples and indecies into a book
manuscript.
MyAddress
City, NY 12345
USA (if applicable)
phone: (123) 4567890
Date
Designer's Name
CompanyName
CompanyAddress
City, State 12345
Country (if applicable)
Dear Designer:
My name is LauraWebber, and I am a graduate student at Rochester Institute ofTechnology in
Rochester, NewYork. I am currently pursuing aMaster's Degree in Graphic Arts Publishing/
TypographyDesign.My thesis advisor is Professor Archie Provan.
My thesis project involves the creation of a reference source ofwomen type designers, along with
biographical information. I have spoken with several designers and people in the field on the phone,
and they have agreed that it is time for this to be compiled.
I would like to include you in my project. Enclosed are the questions for a portion ofmy research,
alongwith an addressed stamped envelope. Should you choose to be included in this project, which I
hope you will, I would greatly appreciate your responses to the questions as soon as your schedule
allows. I have already started writing the thesis and want to add your information.
Thank you verymuch for participating in this research. Upon its completion, the thesis will be cata
loged at theWallace Memorial Library at Rochester Institute ofTechnology, Rochester, NY 14623.
Sincerely,
Laura GC Webber
Figure 1: Sample CoverLetter
The following is a list of questions which will aid in the
research for a Master s Degree thesis for Laura GCWebber
at Rochester Institute ofTechnology. The topic of the thesis
isWomen Typeface Designers.While studying typefaces
in school, I noticed that very few of the faces studied were
bywomen.When I asked why thatwas, there wasn't really
an answer. That's just the way typefaces had been taught
for years. This thesis is not an attempt to point out dis
crimination or to be extremely feminist. Rather, it is to
become a single source of reference.
Ifpossible, please enclose a picture ofyourself and samples of
the typefaces you have designed. If samples are not available
at this time, I would appreciate a note in regards to where
they can be located. Please feel free to use additional paper
to complete your answers.
As of now, I will compile the information into the form of
a book manuscript-
Thank you for your participation in this project.
Sincerely,
Laura GCWebber
My address phone: (123) 456-7890
Name
Date ofbirth
Country oforigin .
Education/degrees/apprenticeships_
Typefaces designed (on your own or with a team) _
Awards_
Have you always been a type designer, or did you start out
in a different field?
Who else in the field (or as part ofyour education) have
you worked with?
What do you feel is your biggest accomplishment, either
in your professional or personal life?
What are you currentlyworking on? _
Is there something you hope to accomplish in the future?
What are your interests and hobbies?
_
What do you consider to be the difference between a let-
terer and a type designer?
The ."ollowing questions serve as an attempt to understand
why there is not a complete, published list ofwomen type
designers. Answers you provide will not be included in any
biographical information.
Do you feel that, as a woman, it was/is difficult:
a) getting a job in your field? _
b) being recognized as an equal with your male
colleagues?
c) being taken seriously as a designer?
How have the roles ofwomen in type design changed
since you joined the profession?
How have the perceptions ofwomen in type design changed
since you joined the profession?
What do you predict the future holds forwomen type
designers?
The following is a list of all the names I have compiled at
this point. Ifyou can think of any I have overlooked, please
feel free to list them.
Balle, Maria Licko, Zuzana
Blanchard, Constance Lucke, Deborah
Blumberg, Gail Olivier, Leah
Broide, Lynn Olyss, Clotild
Calvert,Magaret Patterson, Jane
Chait, Susan Paulin, Rosemary
Colwell, Elizabeth Pichotta, Jill
de Guzman, Glenda Prescott Fishman, Janice
Douglas,Andra Robins, Lisa
Engelmann, Sigrid Sack, Freeda
Erghott, Kelly Sakwa, Jackie
Friedlander, Elizabeth Salvino, Lisa
Garell, Lynne Sassoon, Rosemary
Gibb, Barbara Saunders, Patricia
Gibbs, Carolyn Schule, Use
Goldsmith, Holly Scott, Patricia
Hickson, Pat Simons, Anna
Hoffman, Linda Sutdiffe, Judith
Hollandsworth, Cynthia Szujewska, Laurie
Holmes, Kris Treacy, Carol
Holzman, Elizabeth Cory Twombry, Carol
Jorgensen, Helge Ulay, Ayse
Kloos-Rau, Rosemarie Weber, Kristi
Koeck, Mary Joe Zapfvon Hesse, Gudrun
Figure2: Sample Questionnaire
Chapter 6
The Results
The result of this thesis project is the manuscript for a reference book on forty-one women
typeface designers who, by definition, create individual letters, numerals, punctuation marks,
and/or other symbols produced by machine which are arranged by hand, photomechanically,
or electronically. It contains a preface, biographical information, one-hundred-thirty-four typeface
samples, an index, an index ofwomen typeface designers, an index of typefaces, and a list ofworks
cited. In addition to this material for a book, the final appendix displays a possible page layout.
Of the twenty-four designers to whom I sent the questionnaire, eight responded,
some taking several months. The rest of the research was completed by compiling the
data acquired from the other sources.
Fourteen of the women are from the United States; three are from Germany; England
and South Africa are home to a few. At least twenty-two of the forty-one women had some
sort of formal secondary education, with areas of study ranging from the graphic arts to
environmental studies to Chinese. Art, cooking skiing, writing and gardening are just some
of the many hobbies these women enjoy. Some work-related experiences were also shared
in the questionnaire responses, including awards won and relationships with co-workers.
Country of Secondary Number of Number of
Origin Education Typeface Designed AwardsWon
United States: 5/8
g/g ^ ?
Germany: 3/8
Figure 3:Responses to biographical, educationalandprofessionalquestions on the eight
questionnaires returned to the author
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
Because not all of the designers responded to my questionnaire, or because there is little
biographical information available, or because some of the designers are deceased, not all
women fisted have biographical entries.
c
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Figure 4: The Presence ofWomen
TypefaceDesigners
secondary education
other intense
United Stales &. Germany
Figure 5: The "Typical" Woman
Typeface Designer
Recommendations for Further Research
This thesis project is not the final research on women typeface designers. As long as
typography and type-related professions exist, there will be new designers with new
typefaces. And as long as there are students of typography and type-related fields, there
will be an interest in these designers, their designs, and their professional lives.
There are methods, other than a book, to present this and future research. A
CD-ROM, which allows the user to point and click on photos, names of typefaces, and
key terms, is one method. Typeface distributors could include the information in the
packaging of the individual typefaces. Any method which makes the information readily
accessible is appropriate.
AppendixA
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AppendixA
Preface
Baskerville was eccentric.
Venetian Old Style typefaces have a diagonal bar on the miniscule e.
San serifs require 30-50% leading.
This was just a sampling ofwhat I learned in my graduate type development class. From
Boustrophedonic reading to the Trajan column to Manutius's italic type, our professor
gave fact after fact, told anecdote after anecdote did all he could to help us under
stand and remember the development of type.
By the end of the semester we had traveled through time from 5th-century B.C. to
the present day. We learned how money and royalty dictated the writing styles and how
technology influenced the development of typeface styles. My above-average interest in
typefaces quickly mounted to an obsession. I had to know more: I had to understand why
type was at this point in history and where it was going; I needed to know how it would
influence my future career in the graphic arts; I wanted to make sure I was ready for what
was around the corner. I was expected to leave this university and be able to face any
challenge that confronted me and that's where everything came to a screeching halt.
In the same manner that a child might look up to a sports figure, movie star, or
favorite relative as inspiration forwhat theywant to be when they grow up, I, too, needed
a role model. So I asked my professor to give us examples ofwomen typeface designers.
"Well, we looked at typefaces by Carol Twombly and Use
Schuele," he replied.
"Aren't there any
more?"I asked.
"I'm sure there are, but they're not well known we are looking at the typeface
designers who have been taught for years to students just likeyou."
As a female student at a predominantly-male university, I longed for a female role
model. The experiences ofwomen in the workplace and in particular, the field of type
and type design would be an indispensible part ofmy education.
An afternoon trip to the library to look up women typeface designers turned into
days of searching through databases and sifting through books. The same male names I
had heard over and over in class were repeated from source to source. Even though they
came from different time periods, countries and economic backgrounds, they had one
thing in common they were male.
Occasionally, a female name would appear in an index. Eventually I had a fist of
twenty-five names and a pile ofbooks too cumbersome to carry. I found more female
names in type magazines next to their type specimens. My mind (and book bag) yearned
for a single reference source giving biographical information along with type specimens.
Instead of reading about the recurrent Bodoni and Goudy, I wanted to open a book and
gain knowledge on Licko and Zapfvon Hesse.
The time came in graduate school when I had to declare a thesis topic. Alongwith
the guidance ofmy thesis advisor who was, coincidentally, my type development pro
fessor I chose to continue my research and create a single reference source ofwomen
typeface designers. Many times the question was asked, "why is this source
needed?"The
i6
answer is this: in an age of rapid access to all sorts of information, there is no need for
one to search many sources and possibly never find all they are looking for.
My preliminary search was long and yielded little information. It took me through
forty books and articles, only to find pertinent information in fourteen.
Phone calls to men and women in the type field was another avenue of research, and
steadily the list ofnames grew. Finally I had fifty-two names ofwomen typeface designers,
alongwith some of their typefaces and the type foundries for which they designed.
The next step was to send questionnaires to these women. The questionnaire asked
biographical, educational, professional, and observational questions. The later questions
were asked to see if there is a reason why so little information is available on women type
face designers. It also served as a way to learn of experiences ofwomen in the workplace.
I also turned to the Internet as a means of immediate, up-to-date information. It
tookmuch surfing, however, to uncover anything on women typeface designers. The
page I found to have the most information, Type Designers and Their Faces
(http://www.ora.com/homepages/comp.fonts/design), provided about one-dozen
women's names and the typefaces they have designed.
My original list of fifty-two designers was narrowed to forty-one typeface designers
who, by definition, create individual letters, numerals, punctuation marks, and/or other
symbols produced by machine which are arranged by hand, photomechanically, or elec
tronically. The final thesis was comprised of forty-one women typeface designers and
their one-hundred-thirty-four typefaces. Of the twenty-four designers to whom I sent
the questionnaire, seven responded, some taking several months. The rest of the research
was completed by compiling the data acquired from the other sources.
The research made me ask some questions. Page fifteen of the American Institute of
Graphic Arts'American Type Designers and Their Type Faces on Exhibit (1948) describes
exhibiter Elizabeth Colwell as "Letterer. American woman type designer", while the men
who had work on exhibit are described as "designers."Why did the gender distinction need
to be made? And why are some women typeface designers in Rookledge's International
Handbook ofType Designers:ABiographicalDirectory . (1991) mentioned within men's bio
graphical entries rather than having their own?
Comments were made on my questionnaire along these same lines. One woman type
face designer had people questioning her sexual orientation because she chose to spend her
time and energy on her career rather than on marriage and a family. Another said her design
team at work was introduced as "thegirls"to the company's visitors.
This thesis is an effort to combat the exclusions ofwomen typeface designers in literature
and provide a source of
designers'
names, typefaces, and biographies, presented in a straight
forward manner, making it easier for those interested to research women typeface designers.
Hopefully, writers and historians will continue in this same fashion. And in a few years, type
development students everywhere will be learning how the earlyMacintosh influenced the
typeface designs ofLicko, and that the creator ofZapfDingbats was the husband of calligrapher
and typeface designer Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse.
Appendix B
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Appendix B
Biographical Information
A type designer has to have perseverance and an eye for detail in order to work a new
design all the way through to completion.
Carol Twombly, 1995
Maria Balle
Balle Initials
Maria Balle designed Balle Initials which was distributed by Bauer (Jaspert 14).
Jill Bell
(19 )
ITC Caribbean
Jill Bell is a typeface designer with a broad artistic background, ranging from portrait
painting to calligraphy. She has studied many lettering forms and methods, including
Eastern calligraphy, Chinese painting, and Kanji (U&lc 35).
Constance Blanchard
(i954- )
Garth Graphic (1979)
Constance Blanchard was born in Athol, Massachusetts, in 1954. She studied at the
University of Vermont and at the Massachusetts College ofArt. At the Compugraphic
Corporation, Blanchard is a typographic artist and manager of type design (Wallis 171).
Kim Buker
(19 )
Cottonwood (with Barbara Lind)
Ponderosa {Type Designers and Their Faces)
Margaret Calvert
(1936- )
Calvert (1980)
Margaret Calvert was born in 1936 in South Africa. Arriving in London in 1950, she
attented St. Paul's School, and then studied illustration at the Chelsea School ofArt
from 1954 to 1957. While working in 1978 for one of her lecturers, Jock Kinneir (who, in
1964, became her partner in the design practice ofKinnier Calvert &,Associates),
Calvert studied typography at the Central School ofArt and Design (Wallis 172).
The typeface Calvert grew out of lettering she did for the Tyne 6cWear Metro in
England in 1977 (Eason 100). That same year, Calvert became an elected member of the
Alliance Graphique Internationale. Her book typography earned her the Silver Award of
the Design 8cArt Directors Association in 1978 (Wallis 172).
Susan Chait
(19 )
Alphabit
Susan Chait graduated from the Tyler School ofArt at Temple University, and works
for Lebowitz/Gould Design, Inc., in NewYork City (U&lc Type Selection).
M. Elizabeth Colwell
(18 )
Colwell Handletter (1916)
Colwell Handletter Italic (1916)
M. Elizabeth Colwell was a lettering artist from Chicago (McGrew 354). She was the
onlywoman to have her typefaces exhibited in the American Institute ofGrahic Arts
1948 exhibit, "American Type Designers and Their Type Faces on
Exhibit" (American
Institute ofGrahic Arts 15).
Glenda de Guzman
(1970- )
Bradley Initials
Glenda de Guzman, born in 1970 in the United States, earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in printing in 1993 from Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT). A concentra
tion in design and typography was strengthened by the International Center for
Typographic Excellence (RIT typographic workshops), a cooperative education position
with Monotype Typography in Palo Alto, California from 1991 to 1992, and an intern
ship with Microsoft Corporation in Redmond, Virginia in 1993.
More than a type designer, de Guzman considers herself a font developer. Taught
to hint by Steve Matteson, she feels that her biggest professional accomplishment is
using hinting to contribute to the on-screen beauty of some of the fonts available for
people to see everyday (i.e. fonts forMicrosoft, Newsweek, Ziff, Prodigy, and Apple's
eWorld) (de Guzman 1995).
Andra Douglas
(19 )
Skywriting
Andra Douglas attended Florida State University as an undergraduate student and Pratt
Institute as a graduate student. A freelance artist in communication design, she has
developed an original cartoon strip inspired by her bird called, Budbrain {JJ&lc).
23
Sigrid Engelmann
(1958- )
ITC Golden Type (with Helga Jorgensen and Andy Newton) (1989)
ITC Lubalin Graph Condensed (with Helga Jorgensen)
Sigrid Engelmann was born in 1953 in Germany and earned a diploma in communication
design from the Fachhochschule fur Gestaltung Hamburg. Before college, she held various
positions at the post office, a mail-order business, and a bank.
Engelmann worked for 10 years with the International Typeface Corporation team of
URW, studied at Cambridge, and is currentiy a freelance graphic designer. In her spare time,
she enjoys gardening, reading, photography, art exhibitions, and movies (Engelmann 1995).
Elizabeth Friedlander
Elizabeth Roman (1937)
Elizabeth Friedlander was a pupil of E. R. Weiss (Jaspert 80).
Lynne Garell
(19 )
Carta
Lynne Garell is a graduate ofRochester Institute ofTecnology.
24
Barbara Gibb
(i958- )
Vela (1984)
Barbara Gibb, born in 1958 in Brighton, Massachusetts, earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in 1980 from the Southeastern Massachusetts University. She later became
supervisor of the NewType Design Department for the Compugraphic Corporation
(Wallis 173).
Carolyn Gibbs
(19 )
Artifact (Type Designers and Their Faces)
Holly Goldsmith
(19 )
ITC Bodoni (with Janice Prescott Fishman) (1982) (U&lc)
ITC Vintage (with Janice Ilene Strizver) (International Typeface Corporation)
25
Pat Hickson
d9 )
ITC Mona Lisa
ITC Studio Script
Pat Hickson studied fine art and fabric painting in college. In 1969, her first job after
graduation was for Letraset. There, she was trained in the art and craft of typeface
design. She then worked for Face Photosetting in London as a type designer. Hickson
set up her own design and consulting firm in Manchester, England, in 1980. In addition
to alphabet and type design, she also works in graphic and communication design.
Hickson is a founding member ofLetter Exchange and Letter Exchange North-
West in England, and belongs to the Association Typographique Internationale (U&lc
Type Selection).
Linda Hoffman
(19 )
Cloe (1979)
Franco (1984) (Wallis)
26
CynthiaHollandsworth
(i955- )
Hiroshige (1986)
Tiepolo (1987)
Wile Roman (1990)
Cynthia Hollandsworth, born in 1955, is an American designer who is president (Wallis
174) and owner ofAlphaOmega Typography Inc. This advisor to the ITC Typeface
Review Board formed the Typeface Design Coalition in 1987 to work for legal protection
of typeface design and software in the United States. Hollandsworth is currently the
manager of type design and development at Agfa Compugraphic (Eason 88 - 89).
Kris Holmes
(1950- )
ITC Isadora (1985) Shannon (with Janice Prescott) (1982)
Lucida (with Charles Bigelow) (1985) Sierra (1989)
Lucida Bright (1987)
Born in 1950 in California, Kris Holmes is the co-creator of the first original type family
for low-resolution laser printers. Lucida, as it is known, was designed by her and Charles
Bigelow, her partner in Bigelow 8cHolmes (Wallis 174). The font has been adopted by
ScientificAmerican.
Holmes studied calligraphywith Lloyd Reynolds and Robert Palladino at Reed
College in Oregon. After studying modern dance at the Martha Graham School in New
York, she went on to earn a Bachelor ofArts degree from Harvard University (Eason 89).
VHelgaJorgensen
(i955- )
ITC Dinitials
ITC Golden Type (with Sigrid Engelmann and Andy Newton) (1989)
ITC Lubalin Graph Condensed (with Sigrid Engelmann)
Helga Jorgensen, born in 1955 in Germany, began her career in typography and type design
in 1982 at URW. Having earned a Diplom Designer, Jorgensen is involved in graphics,
photography, film animation, and typography as part of the field ofvisual communications.
She learned calligraphy from Professor Martin Andersch. The majority of type
designers she has worked with are little-known, but many of her major projects have
been in conjunction with Sigrid Engelmann.
Jorgensen defines a type designer as a creator of forms with clear, harmonic details
that fit together as a whole typeface or family.
At the present time, Jorgensen is working on designs and layouts for the digital
printing of large, exhibition type.
An owner of four cats, Jorgensen enjoys gardening, reading, spending time with
friends and family, and renovating her old house (Jorgensen 1995).
Teri Kahn
(19 )
ITC Connectivities (International Typeface Corporation)
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PattyKing
(1946- )
ITC Blaze
ITC Kick
ITC Skylark
ITC Spirit
Patty King, from California, was born in 1946. Educated at College ofMarin and
California College ofArts and Crafts, she has been a graphic designer for 22 years and a
fine artist all her life. A specialist in lettering, King has been designing typefaces during
the last few years.
One of her biggest accomplishments is having her ITC Skylark included in ITC's
twenty-fifth anniversary limited-edition commenorative piece.
Currently, King is working on five new typefaces for Fonthaus. While she initially
designs her typefaces traditionally, then completes the designs with a scanner and soft
ware, she hopes to one day design directly on a digitized tablet.
King describes the difference between lettering and type design as individual,
unique, customized letters compared to a group of static characters, numbers, and punc
tuation that never changes (King 1996).
Zuzana Licko
(1961- )
Citizen (1986) Modula Sans (1985)
Dogma (1994) Modula Serif (1985)
Dogma Outline (1994) Narly (1993)
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Elektrix (1989) Oakland (1985)
Emigre (1985) Oblong (with Rudy VanderLans) (1988)
Emperor (1985) Quartet (1992)
Journal (1990) Quartet Small Caps (1992)
Journal Small Caps (1990) Senator (1988)
Lunatix (1988) Totally (1990)
Matrix (1986) Triplex Sans (1989)
Matrix Extra Bold, Narrow 8cWide (1991) Universal (1985)
Matrix Inline (1991) Variex (with Rudy VanderLans) (1988)
Matrix Script (1991) Whirligig (1994)
Born in 1961 in Slovakia, Zuzana Licko emigrated to the United States in 1968. Upon
graduating from the University ofCalifonia at Berkeley, College ofEnvironmental
Design with a Bachelor ofFine Arts degree in graphic communications, she began
designing typefaces. During the early 1980s theMacintosh computer was being intro
duced as a new tool for graphic designers; Licko recognized the need for typefaces
designed specifically for theMacintosh (Licko 1995).
Licko and Rudy VanderLans bought their first Macintosh computer in 1984 to aid
in the production of their design magazine, Emigre.While VanderLans used it for illus
tration, Licko began designing type based on the low-resolution characteristics of the
computer.With little knowledge of calligraphy, she felt free to develop characters based
on modular elements (VanderLans, 18). Today, Emigre fonts may be purchased through
the magazine. Licko's biggest accomplishment is the fact that Emigre has remained an
independent business allowing its designers to pursue and express their own design ideas.
Licko and VanderLans won the 1994 Chrysler Award for Innovation in Design.
Currentlyworking on a connecting script typeface, Licko also enjoys ceramics
(throwing and hand-building), and clothing and furniture design (Licko 1995).
3Barbara Lind
(19 )
AdobeWood Type Ornaments
Cottonwood (with Kim Buker) (Type Designers and Their Faces)
Deborah Lucke
(19 )
Animalphabet
Deborah Lucke, from Scotia, New York, earned a Bachelor ofFine Arts degree in
graphic design from the University ofConnecticut in 1979. While there, she extensively
studied drawing and painting, and designed Animalphabet as an independent study
(U&lc Type Selection).
NancyMazzei
(19 )
Backspacer (with Brian Kelly)
NancyMezzei is a typeface designer for Emigre (Emigre 4).
3i
Leah Olivier
(i9 )
Kiddy Caps
Leah Olivier graduated from Syracuse Universitywith a Bachelor ofFine Arts degree in
illustration. She completed courses in the School ofVisual Communications and the New-
house School ofPublic Communication. Olivier is now a graphic artist with experience
in a wide area ofprint and electronic media photography, illustration, design, layout,
and production (U&lc Type Selection).
Jill Pichotta
(1966- )
Aardvark Bold Hip Hop
Caslon FB Romeo
Garamond Light
Born in 1966 in the United States, Jill Pichotta earned a Bachelor of Science degree in
anthropology from the University ofWisconsin, Madison in 1988.
Pichotta's career as a type designer began with an apprenticeship with David
Berlow at The Font Bureau in 1991. Being an apprentice at The Font Bureau lead to a
career where Pichotta worked with designers such as Berlow, John "Fudd" Benson,
Neville Brody, Just Van Rossum, Jane Patterson, Roger Black, Tobias Frere-Jones,
Richard Lipton, Jean Evans, Jim Parkinson, and other designers associated with The
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Font Bureau. Her biggest professional accomplishment is managing the production and
development ofThe Font Bureau's retail library. Pichotta has also done custom projects
for clients such asAllure, Apple Computer, Conde Nast Traveler, Cosmopolitan, and
Rolling Stone.
While Pichotta plans to do more of her own type creations in the future, she is cur
rently doing custom projects including a new Franklin Gothic Condensed Italic for a
newspaper in Barcelona and the digitization of logos for the Boston Globe. There is also
the possibility ofworking on a multiple master sans serif. Traveling, skiing, music, and
ceramics are activities she enjoys in her spare time (Pichotta 1995).
Janice Prescott Fishman
(19 )
ITC Bodoni (with Holly Goldsmith) (1982) (ITC)
Shannon (with Kris Holmes) (1982) (Wallis)
Lisa Robins
(19 )
Lower and Upper Case
Lisa Robins graduated from Tyler School ofArt in Philadelphia in the mid-1980s. As
well as designing for a video design studio, she is also a co-inventor and partner in
Visual Communications System, which is marketed internationally. A winner of a gold
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medal from the Art Directors Club ofPhiladelphia, she was a finalist in an Osaka Design
Competition, and has been featured in Print, Creativity, andArtDirection magazines
(U&lc Type Selection).
Freeda Sack
(19 )
Ballmer Architype (w/ David Quay) Schwitters Architype (w/ David Quay)
Proteus (1983) Stratford (1978) (Dynamic Graphics)
Renner Bold Architype (w/ David Quay)
Lisa Salvino
(19 )
Bold Stroke
Lisa Salvino attended the Tyler School ofArt as a decorative design major (U&lc Tvpe
Selection).
Rosemary Sassoon
(1931 - )
Sassoon Family: infant, primary type, primary script (1990 - 91)
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Born in 1931, Rosemary Sasoon first trained as a classical scribe underM. C. Oliver. She
is the author ofmany books on aspects of handwriting and lettering. The University of
Reading awarded her a PhD for herwork on the effects of different models and meth
ods on how children learn to write. Her research involved the kind of spacing children
find easiest to read, which led to the development of a family of typefaces: first for read
ing, then for bridging the gap between reading and writing.
Her typeface family is designed to meet the needs of its users. Characteristics such
as letterspacing and accentuated word shape serve this purpose (Eason 142 - 143).
Use Schuele
Rhapsody
Ilse Schuele designed Rhapsody for Ludwig 8cMayer (Jaspert 396).
Patricia Scott
(19 )
Droopy-scoop Caps (U&lc Type Selection)
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Anna Simons
A student in England ofEdward Johnston, Anna Simons designed the only
embellishments initials for books by Dr.WillyWiegand at the Bremer Presse
(Blumenthal, 35).
Ilene Strizver
(19 )
ITC Vintage (with Holly Goldsmith) (International Typeface Corporation)
Judith Sutcliffe
(1941 ~ )
Abelard
Arabia Felix
Aunt Judy
Barbara Plump
Barbara Svelte
Black Rocks 8c BlackTents
Bride ofPetroglyph
Catastrophe
Daly Hand
DalyText
Daylilies Inital Caps
Electric Hand
Electric Hand Art
Flourish 8c Flourish Bold
Greene 8c GreeneGreene
Hibiscus Initial Caps
Insecta
Ki'ilani
Leonardo Hand
Lutahline, with Bold, Demi, Small Caps
Maskerade
Mesopotamia 8c Kufi Script
Petroglyph
Petroglyph Hawaii
Santa Barbara
Schampel Black
Serpent Initials
Tagliente
Tagliente Initial Caps
Tommy's Type
Troubador
Troubador Floral Initials
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Other designers' typefaces digitized, with additional characters added, by Sutcliffe:
American Uncial Goudy Italian Oldstyle
Claris for Claris Corp. Goudy Newstyle
Garamond forMacWorld Goudy Oldstyle
Judith Ann Sutcliffe, born in 1941 in Hays, Kansas, earned a Bachelor ofArts degree in
English and Chinese from the University of Iowa, Iowa City. Sutcliffe is self-educated in
type design from a large library of books on all aspects of type and book arts. To teach
herself how to design type, she cafefully copied Goudy Newstyle, other faces by Fred
Goudy, and one by Victor Hammer, then began doing original designs. Roger Levenson,
teacher ofbook arts at the Bancroft Library in Berkeley, California and operator of the
Tamalpais Press, served as her mentor for 10 years.
Self-employed since 1968, Sutcliffe currently has two businesses: typeface designing
and tile mural painting. Over the years she has run her own ceramics business in Iowa,
done advertising and run an in-house print shop, sold color printing, typeset quarterlies
and newsletters, created illustrations for Capra Press books, written and photographed
for the IowanMagazine, written for Macintosh magazines, and designed and published
several books from her own letterpress presses.
Her greatest accomplishment has been living and working on her own terms for
almost three decades. Selling typefaces directly to her clients (as well as Font Shop,
Agfa, Monotype, ITC Design Palette, and International Type Founders) has allowed her
to develop relationships where she receives samples of typeface applications and sugges
tions for future faces.
Sutcliffe's interest include cooking, opera, botanical drawings, writing, and sailing
(Sutcliffe 1995).
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CarolTwombly
(i959- )
Adobe Caslon Myriad (with Robert Slimbach)
Adobe Charlemagne (1989) Nueva
Lithos (1989) Adobe Trajan (1989)
Mirarae (1989) Viva
Carol Twombly was born in 1959 in Concord, Massachusetts (Twombly 1995). Starting
her career as a graphic designerwith a Bachelor ofFine Arts degree in graphic design
from Rhode Island School ofDesign, she was soon given the opportunity to earn a master's
degree in the digital typography program from Stanford University (Adobe Systems, Inc.).
Twombly s first job was with her university professor, Charles Bigelow, at Bigelow 8c
Holmes. The partner in the studio, Kris Holmes, served as an important role model to
Twombly as her first boss and as a female type designer. It was there that she developed
a strong, traditional type design foundation (Twombly 1995).
Twombly then moved on to become an Adobe Originals type designer in the pro
gram begun by Sumner Stone in 1988, and continued by Fred Brady (Adobe biography).
At Adobe Systems, she currentlyworks on a multiple master text/display typeface, a
modified slab serif design with humanistic characteristics.
Awards won byTwombly include the Joan Schewmon Memorial Award 1980
and 1981 Rhode Island School ofDesign; First Place, Latin Text Division, Morisawa
Typeface Design Competition 1984; Rising Star Award,Mac UserMagazine 1992;
Charles Peignot Award, Association Typographique Internationale 1994.
Winning awards and receiving increasing professional exposure are some of her
professional accomplishments. Non-professional accomplishments include mastering
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telemark skiing, purchasing a house, and being financially independent as a woman
(Twombly 1995).
KristiWeber
(19 )
Kristi's Caps
Kristi Weber graduated from the University ofCalifornia, Santa Barbara, with a degree in
environmental studies. Her interest in letterforms led her to design her own Christmas
cards for friends. A hospital employee,Weber designs for commercial applications such
as stationery, wallpaper, sheets, and towels (U&lc Type Selection).
Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse
(1918- )
Alcuin (1991)
Ariadne Initialen (1953)
Carmina Italic
Carmina Roman (1987)
Christiana Italic (1991)
Christiana Roman (1991)
Colombine Script (1991)
Diotima Italic (1952)
Diotima Roman (1954)
Nofret Italic
Nofret Roman (1986)
Shakespeare Italic
Shakespeare Roman (1969)
Smaragd (1953)
Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse was born in 1918 in Schwerin/Mecklenburg, Germany. The
recepient of a master certificate in bookbinding in 1940, Zapfvon Hesse was a pupil of
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Otto Dorfher inWeimar. She became interested in letterforms, began examining the
calligraphic works ofRudolfKoch and Edward Johnston, and continued her studies in
1941 at the Berlin Graphic Arts School with Johannes Bochland.
Zapfvon Hesse established her own book bindery at the Bauer Type Foundry in
Frankfort in 1946, and taught calligraphy at the Staedel Art School from 1946 to 1954.
While at Bauer, she became interested in punch-cutting and eventually cut a complete
alphabet Hess-Antiqua which she used in the gold tooling ofher bindings.
In 1948, Zapfvon Hesse opened a bookbinding studio at the Stempel Type
Foundry. The foundry invited her to submit drawings for a pilot cutting, and the result
was the typeface Diotima (GoudyAward biography).
Over the past five decades, Zapfvon Hesse has created typefaces for Stempel,
Hallmark, Bitstream, Berthold, and URW. In 1991, she received the Frederic W. Goudy
Award which, she feels, is her greatest accomplishment.
Married to typeface designer Herman Zapf, this typeface designer is also a calligrapher
and watercolor painter.(Zapfvon Hesse 1995).
Appendix C
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AppendixC
Typeface Samples
Often, people tend to forget that typefaces are in fact designed,
and not merely static forms handed down from generation to generation.
Licko 1995
Maria Balle
Balle Initials
source: Jaspert
Jill Bell
ITC Caribbean
U [[ U C-e M h jj Kx Ll Um U Oo h
Cd Ik U Tt III) Vv Ww Xx Yv Zz 12 3 4 5
source: U&lc
Constance Blanchard
Garth Graphic (1979)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$
I?fi,.;:"
source:Wallis
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Kim Buker
Cottonwood (with Barbara Lind)
FSHIJKLMNOPQBSTUV
source: TypeviewFont Catalog
source: Typevitw Font Catalog
Margaret Calvert
Calvert (1980)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
source: Wallis
Susan Chait
Alphabit
I
WWVZ
source: U&lc
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M. Elisabeth Colwell
Colwell Handletter (1916)
abcdefghijklmn
ab c def g h ij 1234567890
source: American Typefounders Company
Colwell Handletter Italic (1916)
NNOPQRSTUV W X Y y Z &
x13<*&j?fiflffiffl
source: American Typefounders Company
/ ?
Andra Douglas
Skywriting
1 XJJ.
source: U&lc
Sigrid Engelmann
ITC Golden Type (with Helga Jorgensen) (1989)
Die Entwicklung einer schrift, vom zeichneri'
schen Entwurfbis zur fertigen schrift, war und
und ist auch heute noch ein langer und oft
source: Engelmann
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ITC Lubalin Graph Condensed (with Helga Jorgensen)
ITC Lubalin Graph T demi condensed s. ;. In ;sa gft Ro
ITC Lubalin Graph T bold condenseds In 'M gift Ro
ITC Lubalin Graph Tbook condensed oblique Ou In Ra Sh Ro
ITCLubalin Graph Tmedium condensed oblique n" In JRo Ujji Ro
ITC Lubalin Graph T demi condensed oblique -q: in ,u^& Ro
TTC Lubalin Graph T bold condensed oblique I'l In 33 3jj Ko
source: URW
Elizabeth Friedlander
Elizabeth Roman (1937)
ABCDEFGHIJKL abcdefehijklmn 1234567890
source: Jaspert
Lynne Garell
Carta
*Jt * Aft cfe> "^
source: Font &Function
Barbara Gibb
Vela (1984)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuuiuxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
I234567890(.,:;"?!)$%/S
source:Wallis
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Carolyn Gibbs
Artifact
source: Monotype
Holly Goldsmith
ITC Bodoni (with Janice Prescott Fishman) (1982)
nopqrstuvwxyz nopqrstuvwxyz
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
source: ITC
ITC Vintage (with Ilene Strizver)
W-HlLETrfE BA/ICmAPf/OF OUR LFTTtlU -HAVtNT C++AN&ED
YtAR/,T++K +tAV BN THOU/AND/ OF VARIATION/ ON T++
source: International Typeface Corporation
PatHickson
ITC Mon? Lisa
fgnijklinnopqrstuvwxyz
IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
7890!@4fi%?&*()""i',.
source: ITC
ITC Studio Script
^mrut^^uzAaw^EQFTGGa/wi/cj
XOC^219345678Q08^$<^%CJ?^
source: U&lc
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LindaHofrman
Cloe (1979)
abcdetyrvyklmrvopqratuvwxyz
A&eD<sggriUKmnoPQRJTuvuJXYZ
1234567890
$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
>< 3
Franco (1984)
ABCDEFgHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXLJZ
1234-567890
&$.,:;!?'
source:Wallis
CynthiaHollandsworth
Hiroshige (1986)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJK1MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
&$.,:;!?'
source:Wallis
O
Tiepolo (1987)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPaRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890
&$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
Wile Roman (1990)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
&$.,:;!?"
source: Wallis
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Kris Holmes
Shannon (with Janice Prescott) (1982)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$
!?B,.;:"
source:Wallis
Lucida (with Charles Bigelow) (1985)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$%*.,:;!?"()[]{}
source:Wallis
Lucida Bright (1987)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKIJvINOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
&$.,:;!?"
source: Wallis
Sierra (1989)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567S90 &$.,:;l?
source: Wallis
ITC Isadora (1985)
ahcdefytiijklmnapqr&tuciuixyz
cAmvTTGWVXtMiwrQKSTuyivxyz
123456/890 1234567890 GJ.
'$.,:;!?"
source: ITC
ti
HelgaJorgensen
ITC Dinitials
BHEaaS3nHiara!2HHHaQBH[!]HCiEaH0
source: ITC
ITC Golden Type (with Sigrid Engelmann) (1989)
fghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ123456789 !@#$%?&* () "";',.
source: ITC
ITC Lubalin Graph Condensed (with Sigrid Engelmann)
ITC Lubalin Graph T demi condensed In "Uo 3ii Ro
ITC Lubalin Graph T bold condensed ;t In "&3 3i Ro
ITC Lubalin Graph Tbook condensed oblique - ~ In Moa Ro
source: URW
TeriKahn
ITC Connectivities
source: International Typeface Corporation
PattyKing
ITC Blaze
source: King
ITC Kick
source: King
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ITC Skylark
effjhijklmnopqryfHVWxqz
LMN0PQRSTUVWXY2 1Z34S61ZJ0
source: King
ITC Spirit
CDFGHUKlMNOPaR.STVVWXYZ
UKIMNOPQRSTVVWXYZ 1134567890
source: King
Zuzana Licko
Citizen
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKl
LmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVw
WxXyYzZ01234567890!?*<Dx
Dogma
OAbBcCdDeEfFgCliHiljjLKlLmMiiNoO
pPqQpRAStTMlvVwWxXyYzZ012345678
9012S456789!?@$&*
Dogma Outiine
Elektrix
^A^^CtlP^EfF^CkHfljjkKfLmM
KNo0pT>J^Rr$$TtUfrVvWwX*YyZs
5Emigre
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKILmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTu
U v V w W x X y Y z Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 !
Emperor
3flHt[0t[ffj(il|jHlliHlpP,rhSlIvhdyy!i
Journal
&AbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQ
rRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZoi234.s67890123456789
Journal Small Caps
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmM
nNoOpPqQrRsStTuXJvVwWxXyYzZ
001122344S5667788990 1 23456789
Lunatix
afibBcCdDeEfF<5>GhHiljJhHlL
mmnKo0pPqQrR$5tTaLlulJu/lli
x^V?201E3M56?89!?ttaS&x
Matrix
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKlLmM
nNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
01234567890123456789!?*$
Matrix Script
CLAbBcCdDeetFgGtiHlIjJkKlLmMnN
c OpPq QrRtStTu UvVwWxXyyzZc 1234
5678gC123456789l?
Matrix Extra Bold, Narrow&Wide
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKlLmM
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKlLmMnNoO
3. .A. bBcCdDeEFFgGhHiljJk:
Matrix Inline
SlAlbBcCdDeEfFgGlhHiljJkKlL
BMMmNoepPqeirEsStTiaUvVwWx
XyYzZ(Oi2345 67 901234567 9 I
Modula Sans
dfljbBcCdDgEfFgGhHiljJkKLLTTiMnHoOpPgQrEsStT
uUuUiuUJKKyYzZ012345678g !?#o)s&*{}
Modula Serif
dflbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKlLmMnHoOpPqQrRsS
tTuUuUuuUJKKyYzZ012345678g0! ?#dl$&*{}
Narly
MNNoOpPaQRRs
Oakland
aAbBcCdDcEfFgGhHiljJkKILmMMNoOpPqQrRs
StTuUvV.wWxXyYiZ0123456789l
Oblong (with Rudy VanderLans)
t: n- n_ -u v i t j t 1. in T
maJllBcCdDeHFgtliHiljJhKlI
1 Ji II d 0 p P n tt r 1 e S t T u U is If ur I h X u
YzED12H5E?H!l!
Quartet
ClA.bBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlL
mMnNoOpPqQrRsStTu UvVwWx
XyYzZ012 3 4 $ 6 7 8? 01254.56 7 8 ?1
Quartet Small Caps
AA.BBcCDDEErFcGhHiIjJkKtlMM
NNoOpPcxClRRsSTTuUvVwWxXyyzZ
0 125^667 8?O0!1!2^^ S5 667788?9
Senator
aflbBcCdDEEfFgGhHiljJkKlLminnllDDpPqllrRs
StTnHnnmHJK89YzZ012345B789!?*e$&-
Totally
AABCCDltfTCCHllJJKLMNO P
aRSStTUVWXYYZOfZ5456789rx
Triplex Sans
aAbBcCdDeEfFgChHiljJkKlLmAAnNoOpPqQTRsS
tTuUvVwWxXyYzZoi234567890123A56789!?
Universal
aflbBcCdDeEfFg6hHiljJkKlLmMnN
uUvYwWxXyVzZ0123456789!
aflbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkKILmMnNoOpPq
Variex (with Rudy VanderLans)
C| Abbccjdef gghijkLMo 123
NoppqQrr//t UVWXYYZ90!*
Whirligig
<3 # * 4 t> &
source of all Licko typefaces: Emigre Fonts
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Barbara Land
AdobeWood Type Ornaments
K*#*&*&*
source: i-onr &Function
Cottonwood (with Kim Buker)
FSHJJKLMNCPQESTCV
source: Font & Function
Deborah Lucke
Animalphabet
source: U&lc
NancyMazzezei
Backspacer (with Brian Kelly)
O0 Q]m
source: Emigre
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Leah Olivier
Kiddy Caps
source: U&lc
Jill Pichotta
Aardvark Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
I234S67890 ( ;V*/ft!fC%?)
source: Esposito vol. 2
Caslon FB
ABCDEFGHIJKLMpqrstuvwxyzl2345
NOPQRSTUVWXY6789fcfifl$e?!,E(E
source: Font Haus
Garamond Light
GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
bcdefghijklmnopqrsruvwxvz
7890 ( :\.;'7&@!#$*%?)
source: Esposito vol. i
Hip Hop
atocdefghijWnnopqrstuvwxyz&/T^
ABC&EfGMOKtMNOPQRSTUVUXYZ^
123H567890 ($%) Ofeaft *"*
source: Font Bureau
Romeo
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 (;',.;'*/!$%?)
source: Esposito vol. 2
Janice Prescott Fishman
ITC Bodoni (with Holly Goldsmith) (1982)
abcdefghijklm
BCDEFGHIJKLM
EFGHLJKLM
34567890!
source: ITC
Shannon (with Kris Holmes) (1982)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$
!?B,.;:"
source:Wallis
Lisa Robins
Lower 8cUpper Case
source: ucsicU&l
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Freeda Sack
Ballmer Architype (with David Quay)
abeFgihnorsy
1S345E7BS5
source: Dynamic Graphics
Proteus (1983)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &?!$.,;:
source:Wallis
Renner Bold Architype (with David Quay)
ABEFGIKNORSY
abefgiknorsyl34579&
source: Dynamic Graphics
Schwitters Architype (with David Quay)
HbCdEFGhlJKLMNDPQRSTUVWXYZ
fleao5uyi34579&
source: Dynamic Graphics
Stratford (1978)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
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Lisa Salvino
Bold Stroke
source: U&lc
Rosemary Sassoon
Sassoon Primary
abcde/ghijklrririopqrstuvwxLjz[d6uJld0ceoec]
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1 2345678900, ;:?!$&-*){AOOA0/CE5}
source: FontShop
Use Schule
Rhapsody
1234567890
source: Jaspert
Patricia Scott
Droopy-scoop Caps
source: U&lc
58
Anna Simons
Initials for Dante
AAHBBt)D
INNOSWdimZ
source: Verlag
Ilene Strizver
ITC Vintage (with Holly Goldsmith)
7YP/f=OI\TLP-HON BOOK/, NW/PAPR/, AND MAGAZINE/,
OF CORPORATION/. /OMtTYPETACtI/ -HAVE A LfLAJRELY LOOK
CONFORMING TO EVERYDAY TYPOGRAP-HIC EXPECTATION/.
source: International Typeface Corporation
Judith Sutcliffe
Abelard
AbclordABCDefGH17KL/V\nOPOr\StUVW
X y Z abcdefshijklmnopqrsruvwxuz $1234567890 rf?^&^_&
Arabia Felix
Barbara Plump
Banfecmcj Ptump
59
Barbara Svelte
33a03AA SveLce
Black Rocks 8cBlackTents
fcLli ftJ :W.U: f.r *U 5u wU sc.lkrJ
ILLiLiL s ItLLf 4L SunuLa*iLJ ti.
Bride ofPetroglyph
iiT!i *
*
t^ 4
Catastrophe
DalyHand
I3ilu +Wd i5 b^seJ on ife
cas^I cAlj^-Afhu ofa ^cipa
DalyText
A companion iov\\, HUu Text is
somevAiAtmore re^pUrizeJ
Daylilies Inital Caps
6o
Electric Hand
ftetnc /iofid
hondv,rifiuv+ font nice, /or lundrowfv^ rt-
\d Uttzri- to /Wv. An ouuwtry (oat contoCM-
Electric Hand Art
aE^^^^^^^^
Flourish &c Flourish Bold
Jnis is thz bold version ofJinirish .
atciefgKijlilmnop^Tsfwvw^yz. dvft Ujjp ss zz. J TKiiJjclwn-J
Greene 8cGreeneGreene
Hibiscus Initial Caps
Ki'ilani
THISISKMLANI.a
FONT BASED ON LETTERS
CARVED IN LAVA IN l&6%
6i
Leonardo Hand
J-eOJv'ATao Haa/c!
Lutahline, with Bold, Demi, Small Caps
LUT^HLIrOC Lutahline Plain
Lutahline LUTftHLIkC Bold
Lutahline: Vy^LL G>ps
Unlimited Fractions f)\oc> P)rrow$
Maskerade
Mesopotamia 8c Kufi Script
M<2?oporci/Wa:Vtafe For rr*s 9ua/
Petroglyph
T1VG A/*PCAM
Petroglyph Hawaii
Santa Barbara
Sauca 13ai#aka
62
Schampel Black
Sct>ampel Blacfc
pie sescbivjnbe. braune JPticbsin sprinef oen
faukr Hunt) tiber.r sometbins lifte rbar. CRpfirst Black Xeffer face, nameb for rant
Tagliente
LWMZYr
Tagliente Initial Caps
Hi
Tommy's Type
Troubador
D-oubador:ADCDePGHTJKLMDOPORS
iUVWXy ZabcdcfshijkLmnopqrstuvwxyz
Si234567890,-?r&OH3Eaog !@#$x~&*0
Troubador Floral Initials
source of all SutdifFe typefaces: SutclifFe
CarolTwombly
Adobe Caslon
abcdEFGH&1234
abcdEFGH&12345
source: Font &Function
Adobe Charlemagne (1989)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
Adobe Lithos (1989)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$.,:;!?v
source: Wallis
Adobe Trajan (1989)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
&$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
Mirarae (1989)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
&$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
Myriad
abcdEF&abcd72
abcdEF&abcd/23
source: Font & Function
Nueva
abcdEEG&abcl2345
abcdE&abcl2345
source: Font & Function
Viva
abcdEFGH&12
abcdEFG
source: Font &Function
KristiWeber
Kristi's Caps
source: U&lc
Gudrun Zapfvon Hesse
Alcuin (1991)
Zeit. Urn 735 wurde Alcuin inEngland geboren,
war spaterAbt in Tours und starb dort 804.
Es war die Idee, einemoderne Textschrift auf
source: Zapfvon Hesse
Ariadne Initialen (1953)
source: Jaspert
dD
65
Christiana Roman and Scrpit (1991)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz defghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWFGHUKLVfNOPQRSTUVMaVZ
source: Jaspert
Carmina (1987)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPaRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 &$.,:;!?"
source:Wallis
Diotima (1954)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
source: Jaspert
Nofret (1986)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890
&$.,:;]?"
source:Wallis
Shakespeare (1969)
BEST LOVED
source:Alpha Beta Club Newsletter
Smaragd (1953)
: Jaspert
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AppendixD
Index ofWomenTypeface Designers
Page numbers in italics indicate the designers
typeface sample(s).
D
de Guzman, Glenda 22
Douglas, Andra 22, 43
B
Balle, Maria 19, 41
Bell, Jill 19,41
Blanchard, Constance 20, 41
Buker, Kim 20, 30, 42, 33
C
Calvert, Margaret 20-21, 42
Chait, Susan 21, 42
Colwell, M. Elizabeth 21,43
Engelmann, Sigrid . . 23, 27, 43-44, 48
F
Friedlander, Elizabeth 23, 44
G
Garell, Lynne 23, 44
Gibb, Barbara 24, 44
68
Gibbs, Carolyn 24, 43
Goldsmith, Holly ... 24, 32, 35, 43, 33, 38
H
Hickson, Pat 25, 43
Hoffman, Linda 25, 46
Hollandsworth, Cynthia 26, 46
Holmes, Kris 26, 32, 37, 47, 33
L
Licko, Zuzanna ... 15, 17, 28-29, 49~52
Lind, Barbara 20, 30, 42, 33
Lucke, Deborah 30, 33
M
Mazzei, Nancy 30, 33
N
J
Jorgensen, Helga 23, 27, 44, 48 Olivier, Leah 31, 34
K P
Teri Kahn 27,48 Pichotta, Jill 3^3^,54-55
King, Patty 28, 48-49 Prescott Fishman, Janice 24, 26, 32, 43, 33
69
a u
R
Robins, Lisa 32-33, 33
S
Sack, Freeda 33, 36
Salvino, Lisa 33, 57
Sassoon, Rosemary 33~34> 57
Schule, Ilse 34,57
Scott, Patricia 34,57
Simons, Anna 35, 38
Ilene Strizver 24, 35, 43, 38
Sutcliffe, Judith 35-36, 38-62
T
Twombly, Carol 37"38> 63-64
W
Weber, Kristi 38, 64
X
Zapfvon Hesse, Gudrun
38-39, 64-63
J5> 17,
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Appendix E
Index ofTypefaces
Page numbers in italics indicate typeface
sample.
Aardvark Bold 31, 34
Abelard 35, 38
Adobe Caslon 37, 63
Adobe Charlemagne 37, 63
Adobe Lithos 37, 63
Adobe Trajan 37, 63
AdobeWoodType Ornaments . . . 30,55
Alcuin 37,64
Alphabit 21,42
American Uncial 36
Animalphabet 30, 33
Arabia Felix 35, 58
Ariadne Initialen 3^,64
Artifact 24,43
Aunt Judy 35
B
Backspacer 3, 53
Balle Initials 19, 41
Ballmer Architype 33, 56
Barbara Plump 35, 38
Barbara Svelte 35, 59
Black Rocks 35, 59
BlackTents 35, 59
Blaze, ITC 28, 48
Bodoni, ITC 24,32,43,33
Bold Stroke 33, 6337
Bradley Initials 22
Bride ofPetroglyph 35>5Q
C
Calvert 20, 21, 42
Caribbean, ITC 19, 41
Carmina Italic 38, 63
72
Carmina Roman 38, 66
Carta 23, 44
Caslon, Adobe 37, oj
Caslon FB 31, 54
Catastrophe 35, 59
Charlemagne, Adobe 37, 63
Christiana Italic 38
Christiana Roman 38
Citizen 28, 49
Claris 36
Cloe 25, 46
Colombine Script 38
Colwell Handletter 21, 43
Colwell Handletter Italic 21, 43
Connectivities, ITC 27, 48
Cottonwood 20, 30, 42, 33
D
Daly Hand 35,59
Daly Text 35, 50
Daylilies Inital Caps 35,59
Dinitials, ITC 27,48
Diotima Italic 38, 63
Diotima Roman 38, 63
Dogma 28, 49
Dogma Outline 28, 49
Droopy-scoop Caps 34, 57
E
Electric Hand 35, 60
Electric Hand Art 35, 60
Elektrix 29, 49
Elizabeth Roman 23, 44
Emigre 29, 50
Emperor 29, 30
F
Flourish 35, 60
Flourish Bold 35, 60
Franco 25, 46
73
Garamond 36
Garamond Light 31, 34
Garth Graphic 20, 41
Golden Type, ITC 23, 27, 43, 48
Goudy Italian Oldstyle 36
Goudy Newstyle 36
Goudy Oldstyle 36
Greene 35, 60
GreeneGreene 35, 60
H
ITC Caribbean 19,41
ITC Connectivities 27, 48
ITC Dinitials 27,48
ITC Golden Type 23, 27, 43, 48
ITC Isadora 26, 47
ITC Kick 28, 48
ITC Lubalin Graph
Condensed 23, 27, 44, 48
ITC Mona Lisa 25, ^5
ITC Skylark 28, 49
ITC Spirit 28, 49
ITC Studio Script 25, ^5
ITC Vintage 24, 35, 43, 38
Insecta 35
Hibiscus Initial Caps 35> 6
Hip Hop 3*> 54
Hiroshige 26, 46
Journal 29, 30
Journal Small Caps 29, 30
Isadora, ITC 26,47 K
ITC Blaze 28, 48
ITC Bodoni 24,32,43,33 Kick, ITC 28,48
74
Kiddy Caps 31,^
Ki'ilani 35, 60
Kristi's Caps 38, 6V
L
Leonardo Hand 35, 61
Lithos, Adobe 37, 63
Lower and Upper Case 32, 33
Lubalin Graph
Condensed, ITC ... 23, 27, 44, 48
Lucida 26, 47
Lucida Bright 26, 47
Lunatix 29, 30
Lutahline, with Bold, Demi,
Small Caps 35, 61
M
Maskerade 35, 61
Matrix 29, 50
Matrix Script 29,30
Matrix Extra Bold, Narrow 8cWide
29, 57
Matrix Inline 29, 57
Matrix Script 29, 30
Mesopotamia & Kufi Script . . . 35, 61
Mirarae 37, 63
Modula Sans 28, 57
Modula Serif 28, 57
Mona Lisa, ITC 25, 43
Myriad 37, 63
N
Narly 28, 57
Nofret Italic 38, 63
Nofret Roman 38, 63
Nueva 37, 64
o
Oakland 29, 57
OWong 29, 57
75
Petroglyph 35, 61
Petroglyph Hawaii 35
Ponderosa 20, 42
Proteus 33, 56
a
Quartet 29,32
Quartet Small Caps 29,32
R
Renner Bold Architype 33, 36
Rhapsody 34, 57
Romeo 31, 55
S
Santa Barbara 35, 61
Sassoon Family 33> 57
Schampel Black 35, 62
Schwitters Architype 33, 56
Senator 29, 32
Serpent Initials 35
Shakespeare Italic 3%, 63
Shakespeare Roman 38, 65
Shannon 26, 32, 47, 33
Sierra 26, 47
Skylark, ITC 28, 49
Skywriting 22, 43
Smaragd 38, 65
Spirit, ITC 28, 49
Studio Script, ITC 25, 43
Stratford 33,36
T
Tagliente 35, 62
Tagliente Initial Caps 35, 62
Tiepolo 26, 46
Tommy's Type 35, 62
Totally 29, 52
Trajan, Adobe 37, 63
Triplex Sans 29, 32
76
Troubador ^5, 62 X
Troubador Floral Initials 35,62
Y
U
Universal 29, 52
Z
V
Variex 29, 32
Vela 24, 44
Vintage, ITC 24, 35, 43, 38
Viva 37, 64
W
Whirligig 29,32
Wile Roman 26, 46
WoodType Ornaments,Adobe . . . 30, 33
AppendixF
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Index
A
Adobe Originals 37
Adobe Systems 37
advertising 36
Agfa 36
Agfa Compugraphic 26
AgfaType
Alliance Graphique Internationale . . 21
Allure 32
alphabet 25
AlphaOmega Typography Inc 26
American Institute ofGrahic Arts . . 21
"American Type Designers and Their
Type Faces on Exhibit" 21
Andersch,Martin 27
animation, film 27
anthropology 31
Apple Computer 32
apprenticeship 31
Apple's eWorld 22
Art Direction 33
Art Directors Club ofPhiladelphia . . 33
art exhibitions 23
artist
fine 28
lettering 21
typographic 20
Association Typographique Internationale
25, 37
Athol, Massachusetts 20
B
Bachelor ofArts .... 24, 29, 30, 31, 37
Bachelor ofFine Arts 26, 36
Bachelor of Science 22, 31
Bancroft Library 36
bank 23
79
Barcelona 32
Baskerville 14
Bauer 19, 39
Bauer Type Foundry 39
Benson, John "Fudd" 31
Berkeley, California 36
Berlin Graphic Arts School 39
Berlow, David 31
Berthold 39
Bigelow, Charles 26, 37, 47
Bigelow &Holmes 26, 37
bindery 39
Bitstream 39
Black, Roger 31
Bochland, Johannes 39
Bodoni 15
book arts 36
book typography 21
bookbinding 38, 39
books 34, 36
botanical drawings 36
Boustrophedonic 14
Boston Globe 32
Brady, Fred 37
Bremer Presse 35
Brighton,Massachusetts 24
Brody, Neville 31
Budbrain 22
c
California 22, 26, 28
California College ofArts and Crafts
28
calligrapher 39
calligraphy 19, 26, 27, 29
Eastern 19
Cambridge 23
Capra Press 36
cartoon 22
cats 27
Central School ofArt and Design . . 20
ceramics 29, 32, 36
certificate 38
Charles Peignot Award 37
Chelsea School ofArt 20
Chicago 21
Chinese 36
Chinese painting 19
8o
Cristmas cards 38
Chrysler Award for Innovation in Design
29
clothing design 29
College ofEnvironmental Design,
University ofCalifornia
at Berkeley 29
College ofMarin 28
communication design 22, 23, 25
communications
graphic 29
visual 27
Compugraphic Corporation ... 20, 24
computer 29
Concord,Massachusetts 37
CondiNast Traveler 31
cooking 36
cooperative education 22
Cosmopolitan 31
Creativity 33
D
decorative design 33
design 31
alphabet 25
clothing 29
communication 22, 23, 25
decortive 33
furniture 29
graphic 30
type 17, 20, 27, 28
video 32
designer
typeface 15, 19, 25, 39
designing
typeface 36
Design 8cArt Directors Association,
Silver Award 21
digital printing 27
digital typography 37
digitization 32
digitized 36
tablet 28
Diplom Designer 27
diploma 23
Dormer, Otto 39
dance, modern 26
8i
drawing 30
botanical 36
Eastern calligraphy 19
Emigre 29
England 25, 35
English 36
environmental studies 38
Evans, Jean 31
eWorld 22
exhibition 27
exhibitions 23
fine art 25
fine artist 28
Florida State University 22
Font Bureau, The 31, 32
font developer 22
Font Shop 36
Fonthaus 28
France 21
Frankfort 39
FrederickW. GoudyAward 39
freelance 22, 23
Frere-Jones, Tobias 31
friends 27
furniture design 29
fabric painting 25
Face Photosetting 25
Fachhochschule fur Gestaltung
Hamburg 23
family 27
film animation 27
gardening 23, 27
Germany 23, 27, 38
gold tooling 39
Goudy 15
Goudy, Fred 36
82
graphic
artist 31
communications 29
design 30, 37
designer 23, 28
graphics 27
H
International Center for Typographic
Excellence 22
InternationalTypeface Corporation ... 23
International Type Founders 36
internship 22
Iowa 36
Iowan Magazine 36
ITC Design Palette 36
ITC Typeface Review Board 26
Hallmark 39
Hamburg 23
Hammer, Victor 36
handwriting 34
Harvard University 26
Hays, Kansas 36
hint 22
hospital 38
I
illustration 20, 29, 31
illustrations 36
initials 35
Joan SchewmonMemorialAward . . 37
Johnston, Edward 35, 39
K
Kanji 19
Kansas 36
Kelly, Brian 30, 53
Kinneir, Jock 20
Kinnier Calvert 8cAssociates .... 20
Koch, Rudolf 39
3M
laser printers 26
Latin Text Division 37
layout 31
Lebowitz/Gould Design, Inc 21
legal protection 26
Letraset 25
Letter Exchange 25
Letter Exchange North-West 25
letterer 17
lettering 19, 28, 34
letterpress 36
letterspacing 34
Levenson, Roger 36
Lipton, Richard 31
logos 32
London 20, 25
low-resolution 26, 29
Ludwig 8cMayer 34
Mac UserMagazine 37
Macintosh 29, 36
magazine 29
mail-order 23
Manchester, England 25
Manutius 14
Martha Graham School 26
Massachusetts 20, 24, 37
Massachusetts College ofArt .... 20
Matteson, Steve 22
Microsoft Corporation 22
modern dance 26
modular 29
Monotype 36
Monotype Typography 22
Morisawa Typeface Design
Competition 37
movies 23
music 32
multiple master 37
84
N
NewYork 26, 30
NewYork City 21
Newhouse School ofPublic
Communication, Syracuse
University 31
newsletters 36
Newsweek 22
o
Oliver, M. C 34
opera 36
Oregon 26
Osaka Design Competition 33
owner 26
Chinese 19
portrait 19
fabric 25
tile mural 36
Palladino, Robert 26
Palo Alto, California 22
Parkinson, Jim 31
Patterson, Jane 31
photography 23, 27, 31
post office 23
Pratt Institute 22
president 26
Print 33
printing 22, 36
Prodigy 22
production 31
punch-cutting 39
a
painter
watercolor 39
painting *9> 3
quarterlies 36
Quay, David 33, 56
85
R
reading 23, 27, 34
Redmond, Virginia 22
Reed College 26
renovating 27
retail library, The Font Bureau's ... 32
Reynolds, Lloyd 26
Rhode Island School ofDesign ... 37
Rising Star Award 37
Rochester Institute ofTechnology . . 22, 23
Rolling Stone 32
St. Paul's School 20
scanner 28
sailing 36
School ofVisual Communications,
Syracuse University 31
Schwerin/Mecklenburg, Germany ... 38
ScientificAmerican 26
Scotia, NewYork 30
scribe 34
script 29
sheets 38
Silver Award of the Design 8cArt
Directors Association 21
skiing 32
telemark 38
Slovakia 29
software 26, 28
South Africa 20
Southeastern Massachusetts
University 24
spacing 34
Staedel Art School 39
Stanford University 31, 37
stationery 38
Stempel Type Foundry 39
Stone, Sumner 37
Syracuse University 31
Newhouse School of Public
Communication 31
School ofVisual Communications
3i
86
tablet, digitized 28
Tamalpais Press 36
telemark skiing 38
Temple University 21
tile mural painting 36
tooling 39
towels 38
Trajan column 14
traveling 32
Tyler School ofArt 21
Tyler School ofArt in Philadelphia . . 32
Tyler School ofArt at Temple
University 21
Tyne 8cWear Metro 21
type design 20, 27, 28, 36
type designer 17, 22, 27, 31
typeface design and development . . 26
Typeface Design Coalition 26
typeface designer 15, 19, 25, 39
typeface designing 36
typeset 36
typographic artist 20
typography 22, 27
book 21
U
United States 22, 26, 29, 31
University ofCalifonia, Santa Barbara
38
University ofCalifonia at Berkeley ... 29
University ofConnecticut 30
University of Iowa, Iowa City .... 36
University ofReading 34
University ofVermont 20
University ofWisconsin,Madison ... 31
URW 23, 27, 39
V
Van Rossum, Just 31
VanderLans, Rudy 29, 51, 52
Venetian Old Style 14
video design 32
Virginia 22
visual communications 27
Visual Communications System ... 32
W
wallpaper 38
watercolor 39
Weimer 39
Weiss, E. R 23
Wiegand, Dr.Willy 35
workshops 22
writing 34, 36
X
Zapf, Herman 39
Ziff 22
Missing Page
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AppendixH
Sample Spread Layout ofFuture Publication
The following illustration shows a possible horizontal spread layout for the women typeface
designer's name, typefaces designed, biographical information, and typeface samples
collected for this thesis project, should the author decide to publish the information as a
book. The photo used in the illustration is for placement purposes only and is not a
photograph of the named designer.
Carol Twombly
(1959- )
Lrthos
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Adobe Caslon
Lhhos (1989)
Adobe Trajan {19891
Adoba Trajan
ABCDEFGHIJKDvlNOPC^TUVVVXYZ
ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQBSTUVVVXYZ
1234567890
CarolTwombrvwas bora in 1959 in Concord,Massachusetts
f* (Twombly 1995)- Starting her career irwncitr uflh uhroqyd gkyir
gjt porjd fma vice flgdv kfg, b dkd,vke diepq voepw bsigphpe
wnde soqope fhasie fbqiwdktwncitr uflh uhroqyd gkyir gjt porjd
ma vice flgdv k kd,vke diepq voepw bsikd, vke diepq voepw bsi jt
avke flgdvk
Gudrun Zapf von Hesse
(1918- )I
Tna,jdJ
jorjdfm
Adobe Caslon
ABCDEFGHgKLMNOPQRSTUVVVXYZ
abcde%hijklmnopqistuvwxyz
1234567890
Alcuin Roman Diotima Italic
Ariadne (1954) Diotima Roman (1954)
Ariadne In'itialen Nofret Italic
Carmina Italic Nofret Roman (19861
Carmina Roman (1987) Shakespeare Italic
Figure 6: Sample SpreadLayout ofFuture Publication
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Vita
Vita
Laura G.C. Webber was born December 22, 1971, in Penn Yan, NewYork Having
graduated in May, 1994 with a Bachelor ofFine Art in graphic design from the
Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT),Webber chose to stay and complete her
Master of Science in the graphic arts publishing program ofRIT's School ofPrinting
Management and Sciences.
After completing the graduate courses,Webber joined the College Relations staff
at Hobart andWilliam Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York, as the Publications
Assistant. After eight months, she returned to Rochester to complete her thesis and
work part-time in the RochesterMuseum 8c Science Center's Communications Office
as a graphic designer. Four months later, she was promoted to full-time graphic designer,
and was still there at the time of her thesis project defense.
Webber would, one day, like to become involved in education. In addition to
typography and design-related interests,Webber enjoys planning her 1998 wedding, classic
and modern rock, dance and her two cats.
